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Dana Kennedy
Contributing Writer 

We are living in the day and 
age of technology. Which means 
we are one step closer to a life of 
ease or one step closer to a robot 
take over.

Sinclair students have many 
different opinions on technology 
and the impact it has had on our 
daily lives. While they see it has 
a helpful tool, some see it as a 
disturbance in personal growth. 
On the flip side, some believe the 
advancements are great but are 
afraid to take it too far in fear of 
robots taking over and being the 
ruling species of the planet.

“Technology has taken ease 

from our lives,” said Yazan Sa-
hawneh, an architecture technol-
ogies major.

However he is still vocal of his 
fears stating:

“Technology will trump 
humans, eventually we’ll build 
something that will become 
smarter than us,” Sahawneh said. 
“And that’s how our race most 
likely will end.”

Sahawneh is not alone in see-
ing the downside of technology. 
Breonna Chavers is a student at 
Sinclair as well and she believes 
that technology is taking us 
far in certain areas but slowing 
us down in others, such as our 
social skills.

Technology hits the road

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
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Letting go of the wheel

Laina Yost
Managing Editor 

Abdülhamit Bilici, a political ex-
ile from Turkey, will be speaking 
at Sinclair.

Bilici was the editor-in-chief of 
Zaman, the largest newspaper in 
Turkey which reaches a circulation 
of about one million people in the 
country.

Zaman was taken over by the 
Turkish government and jour-
nalists working there were either 

jailed or forced to become a voice 
of the government.

Bilici was able to flee and came 
to the United States after the sei-
zure of his paper.

According to Bilici, Turkey’s 
president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, 
now controls 90 percent of all 
Turkish media.

The Committee to Protect Jour-
nalists reported that Turkey ac-
counts for nearly a third of all jour-
nalists jailed around the globe.

“As a victim of 
and witness to the 
process during which 
our democracy has 
been hijacked by 
a populist Islamist 
leader, I wish my 
country could turn 
back to democracy 
soon, and I urge 
Americans to never 
take your democratic 
rights for granted,” 
Bilici said in the Al-
buquerque Journal. 

Bilici is speaking 
at Sinclair on Mon-
day, May 1 at 2:30 
p.m. in the green 
room on the third 
floor of Building 2.

Exiled journalist speaks out

@ahamitbilici | Twitter

 “I think [technology] has 
made everyone dumber actual-
ly, because I feel that everyone 
needs the internet.” Chavers 
said. “I don’t think they can 
survive a week without their 
phone.”

While increased use of mobile 
phones have been a controver-
sial topic for a while the next 
frontier will be the release of 
autonomous or fully self-driving 
cars. 

According to Waymo, 
self-driving cars are just in our 
reach. Tesla is one of the cars 
have the autopilot option, in 
which the person behind the 
wheel can let the car take con-
trol. They have sensors that can 
see up to 250 meters away as 
well as eight cameras surround-
ing the car, giving it a full 360 
degree view of the surrounding 
area. 

Waymo wants to take the 
next step by creating a car that 
doesn’t require a person at the 
wheel. It will have sensors that 
can predict the behaviors of the 
road, ideally reducing casual-
ties. These cars will be able to 
respond accurately to different 
situations such as railroad cross-
ings, lanes being closed and 
staying out of blind spots.

Tartan Pride rolls through
Henry Wolski
Reporter 

April has been kind to the 
Tartan Pride so far, as they have 
moved up the NJCAA ranks and 
are 10-2 in Conference play.

Overall, head coach Steve 
Dintaman is happy with how the 
season has been so far and the 
progress his team has made. 

“Sitting at 29-7 after our third 
weekend of conference with all 

the injuries that we had to over-
come on the pitching side, I’ll 
take it,” Dintaman said.

The Pride won their first 
series in conference play against 
Mercyhurst North East on the 
first weekend of April. They 
blew out the Saints, winning 
their series 4-0 at the Athletes in 
Action field. 

The Pride then traveled to 
Edison Community College on 
April 8 and 9 for a four game 
series against the Chargers.

After a close first encounter 
where the Tartans won 7 to 6, 

the next 
three games 
had Sinclair 
remaining 
dominant. 
Game four 
had the 
Pride win 
19-1 and the 
game called 
at the end 
of the fifth 
inning due 
to the run 
rule. 

The Pride 
then played another four game 
series against Lakeland Com-
munity College on April 14 and 

15, going 2-2. This series brings 
their record to 29-7, 10-2 in the 
conference. 

“After two strong sweeps 
over Mercyhurst North East 
and Edison, splitting the series 
on the road with Lakeland was 
a disappointment,” Dintaman 
said. “We struggled to find our 
offense in game 1 and game 3 
and game 3 was the one that we 
needed to have.”

“Kyle Ruehlman gave us a 
great start only allowing 2 runs 
and neither were earned. We just 
couldn’t score and we weren’t 
facing an unhittable pitcher by 
all means. It’s hard to waste a 
start like that, but we rebounded 
well though scoring 26 runs in 
the next game.”

Despite that setback, in the 
NJCAA Division II polls, the 
Pride have moved up the ranks 
from number 11 at the start of 
the season all the way to seven. 

The team has been led in 
pitching by starter John Shut-
rump, who is currently 7-1 for 
the season. Dintaman explains 
who the impact players are on 
this young team.

 “I would say besides Nick 
Massey who was our only re-
turning starter, we have been led 
by a core group of four freshmen 
that have played in nearly every 
game,” Dintaman said. “Bran-
don Henson CF, Sean Darmafall 
LF, Trevor Hafner SS and Blaze 
Glenn 3B have 
been mainstays 
in our lineup and 
done a great job. 
They have com-
bined for 20 home 
runs, 15 triples, 
36 doubles and 
157 RBI’s.”

As the season is 
getting closer to 
the end, Dinta-
man has faith in 
his players and 
believes the best 
performances are 
yet to come. 

“At this point of the spring 
your freshmen, and we have a 
lot of them, aren’t freshmen any-
more,” Dintaman said. “They 
have experience and have played 
in 30 plus collegiate games. I 
would like to think they will be 
playing our best baseball here in 
the next couple weeks.”

However, the biggest priority 

for the players are to keep up 
with their academic work as 
finals week approaches. 

“We have missed a few 
classes for baseball during the 
last couple weeks,” Dintaman 
said. “Guys need to finish these 
last two to three weeks in the 

classroom strong and stay above 
the required 2.5 [GPA]. If they 
don’t make it, they might not be 
around to finish the season.”

The Pride will host Cuyahoga 
Community College on May 5 
and 6 in a series that will de-
termine the NJCAA Division II 
conference champion.

Sinclair CC | Flickr
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Letting go of the wheel

Green initiatives take root
Barton Kleen
Executive Editor 

While most think “Sin-
clair” and the color red 
comes to mind, the com-
munity college is by far one 
of the most ‘green’ in the 
nation.

In April of 2015, Link 
Dayton bikes were installed 
on campus and several loca-
tions throughout the Dayton 
area. The bike share may 
see further use in the fu-
ture, if design plans to “add 
a front door” to the Sinclair 
campus are finalized.

The plan to modify the 
Dayton campus included 
ideas to better incorporate 
the potential for safe, city 
biking. In November of 
2016, the Board of Trustees 
approved $2.4 million for 
architectural planning with 
several main goals in mind. 

Sinclair aims to have the 
new Health Sciences build-
ing open for Fall 2017. One 

of the core values of 
Sinclair, according to Pres-
ident Johnson, is sustain-
ability. Well before require-
ments, Sinclair has taken 
measures to lead in green 
initiatives. 

Other companies have 
taken notice of Sinclair’s 
willingness to lead. Israeli 
business Woosh selected 
Sinclair for a market test of 

their new fil-
tered water ser-
vice, launching 
two refillable 
water stations 
resulting in 
thousands of 
water bottles 
being taken out 
of Sinclair’s 
waste equation.

Sinclair has 
used only 
repurposed 
carpeting, en-
vironmentally 
friendly insula-
tion and other 

construction 
practices to minimize waste 
and so on. 

Sinclair also hosts a vari-
ety of green and renewable 
energy programs. Ranging 
from Certified Indoor Air 
Quality Manager to Wind 
Energy Career Prep, the 
coursebook is vast.

Some classes on campus 
even take to green energy 

initiatives in the Dayton 
area. Dr. Adrienne Cassel, 
UC graduate and Sinclair 
professor, recently accom-
panied her students to the 
community garden.

Students studied ecocriti-
cism and the ways literature 
addresses society’s causes, 
including environmental-
ism. Among the items 
planted were flowers 
for Dayton’s bee pop-
ulation. Bee extinction 
is one rising concern 
within environmental-
ist movements. 

Sinclair also has a 
student organization 
that focuses on the 
environment. The 
Sustainability Club, 
advised by Barbara 
and David Gilbert, 
has tackled issues 
like solar power and 
Dayton’s ‘food desert’ 
status. 

Design students on 
many occasions have 
taken to projects that 
stress sustainability. 
Partnering with (that 

home store, ReStore,) stu-
dents rehab unwanted goods 
which are then donated to 
the community.

Yearly, the Miami Valley 
Planning Commission hosts 
Bike to Work Day. Sinclair 
students and faculty partic-
ipate in a rivalry between 
UD. 

Barton Kleen | Executive Editor

 “I think [technology] has 
made everyone dumber actual-
ly, because I feel that everyone 
needs the internet.” Chavers 
said. “I don’t think they can 
survive a week without their 
phone.”

While increased use of mobile 
phones have been a controver-
sial topic for a while the next 
frontier will be the release of 
autonomous or fully self-driving 
cars. 

According to Waymo, 
self-driving cars are just in our 
reach. Tesla is one of the cars 
have the autopilot option, in 
which the person behind the 
wheel can let the car take con-
trol. They have sensors that can 
see up to 250 meters away as 
well as eight cameras surround-
ing the car, giving it a full 360 
degree view of the surrounding 
area. 

Waymo wants to take the 
next step by creating a car that 
doesn’t require a person at the 
wheel. It will have sensors that 
can predict the behaviors of the 
road, ideally reducing casual-
ties. These cars will be able to 
respond accurately to different 
situations such as railroad cross-
ings, lanes being closed and 
staying out of blind spots.

The appeal for cars that are 
aware of their surroundings is 
certainly there; however, the 
idea of letting a car take you to 
your destination without you 
even having to be at the wheel, 
does not spark as many fancies.

Sahawneh likes the idea of 
a self-aware car but says fully 
self-driving cars are another 
story.

“I drive a lot I don’t want to 
get into a car and watch every-
thing go by, getting in a car is 
an experience,” Sahawneh said. 
“A lot of people look forward to 
getting their license and people 
want to experience driving.”

He isn’t the only one that feels 
uneasy about letting go of the 
wheel. 

“I got my license I paid $400 
for driving school,” said Chav-
ers. “I don’t even like riding in 
the passenger seat. Also what 
if the car takes me somewhere 
I don’t want to go, what do I do 
then?”

Not all students are so weary 
of the self-driving cars. Ben-
jamin Schneider, a CIS major, 
thinks the release of self-driving 
cars is a great idea. He believes 
that everyone would be safer if 
cars were in control as well as 
comfier. 

Schneider said he would glad-

ly give up driving 
and let the car do the 
work.

“I’d see no problem with giv-
ing driving up because it gives 
me more time to do things that 
I want to do,” Schenider said. 
“[I could] let the car drive itself 
and I play my game boy or look 
through my phone, next genera-
tion of cars with free Wi-Fi.”

Justin Morgan, the chair of 
Automotive Technology at Sin-
clair, said he sees a bright future 
ahead with the movement of 
fully self-driving cars as well.

“The benefit is that safety 
would come with the self-driv-
ing cars and I know 
that there are risks but I 
think the manufactures 
and the government 
would reduce the risk 
of car fatalities,” Mor-
gan said.

Along with providing 
safety, Morgan also 
believes these cars will 
open up yet another ca-
reer field that is highly 
involved with program-
ing computers. 

“Before you think 
of someone who fixes 
cars and you think of a 
grease monkey with a 
rag in their back pock-
et,” Morgan said. “With 
the new cars there will 
be computers that you 

will have to reprogram and fix.”
Morgan said Sinclair has 

already applied for the Nation-
al Science Foundation (NSF) 
grant, which will offer prepara-
tion to high school and college 
automotive instructors on the 
technology behind autonomous 
cars. Forty instructors around 
the nation will be participating 
and practicing on General Motor 
and Chrysler cars, reviewing 
topics like accident mitigation, 
adaptive cruise control and lane 
keep assist. 

Morgan doesn’t see a robot 
apocalypse in the near future but 
said that cyber security will be a 

major area to work on. 
All in all it seems autonomous 

cars will be hitting the road 
whether we want it to or not. 
Hopefully safety precautions 
will be put into to play to keep 
the robots from driving them-
selves to become new world 
leaders and we can add driving 
to the list of ease technology 
provides.

“Keep up with the times if you 
can,” Scheinder said.  “Don’t 
let yourself get left behind and 
don’t resist change because it’s 
going to happen whether you 
want it to or not.”

Cars continued from front
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Laina Yost
Managing Editor 

As I round out the end of my 
final semester at Sinclair, I’ve 
been looking back on the expe-
riences I’ve had both at Sinclair 
and at the Clarion.

This column has been dedicat-
ed to politics and my weird fas-
cination with constantly making 
fun of politicians who make one 
too many blunders.

However, I have never ad-
dressed the politics of my own 
school. Sinclair has its own set 
of politics that can sometimes be 
more of a hindrance than a help.

Even though Sinclair is a great 
school and I’ve loved my experi-
ence here, it has a startling lack 
of transparency towards their 
students and their professors.

Everything is kept under lock 
and key as if it’s all one big 
secret when, in reality, Sinclair 
doesn’t have giant secrets to 

keep.
Wright State struggled with 

the same transparency problems 
and they had a reason for it. 
They were possibly in violation 
of federal law.

I would be shocked and flab-
bergasted if Sinclair has been 
breaking the law because I love 
this school and genuinely don’t 
believe they would violate the 
law.

However, if there is nothing to 
hide, why act like there is? Why 
not make information ready and 
available to the public because 
they aren’t ashamed of it?

I went through the process of 
submitting a public records re-
quest to the school for financial 
and budget information. Sinclair 
was incredibly helpful through 
the process and were more than 
willing to give me information 
and helpful tips.

Throughout my Clarion ca-
reer, however, Sinclair has been 

virtually silent, 
making us pay 
for sins done 
by a former 

Clarion staff 
that was long 

since gone.
Submitting a public records 

request was the best thing I 
ever did because they actually 
reached out and opened up the 
lines of communication again.

However, most colleges have 
information listed on their 
website as to where to submit a 
public records request. Sinclair 
did not. Also, documents that 
are readily made known and 
available at other schools, such 
as the fiscal budget and audits, 
are not listed or mentioned at 
Sinclair.

The Board of Trustees at 
Sinclair, perhaps some of the 
most important decision makers 
here, are not really known and 
it can take a long search to find 
them on Sinclair’s website. Who 
are the Board of Trustees? What 
kind of work do they do? 

The people who voted for 
your tuition fee increase and 
the smoking ban are not made 

known at Sinclair. They 
are hidden behind closed 
doors while they make 
decisions that impact 
your future.

Sinclair, as great of a 
school as it is, could be 
headed down a danger-
ous path of secrecy if 
they don’t begin to truly 
open their doors. Secrecy 
is the name of politics 
and transparency is the 
name of true democracy. 

Sinclair, don’t hide 
behind glass walls or, 
in some cases, concrete 
walls. Open up the lines 
of communication be-
tween Sinclair and its students. 
Let them know who your Board 
of Trustees are, let them know 
where to submit a public records 
request and don’t hide away the 
president of the school behind 
doors.

There’s been so much em-
phasis on discussion here, but it 
doesn’t work when the conversa-
tion only goes one way. Students 
need to know that Sinclair is 
there and they truly care. Don’t 
just send an email when some-

thing happens, but actually get 
out there and connect.

It’s not about likes and views 
on a social media page - the 
twenty billion exclamation 
points make me cringe every 
time - that make you seem in 
touch with students.

College is about giving stu-
dents the best learning experi-
ence they could possibly have 
and being transparent to them 
about what kind of people are in 
Sinclair. Let’s be that college.

Barton Kleen
Executive Editor 

Well, my time here is almost 
up. I’ll likely stick around for 
the Summer edition or maybe 
try and take a course for fun, 
but alas I will hand over the 
editorship in the Fall. With that, 
I wanted to leave the students 
with a few ideas to keep with 
them on their journeys.

Unfortunately, the President 
was not available the past three 
years for interview on these sub-
jects. Thankfully, we did receive 
an email reply after quite some 
time that allowed us to run a 
spotlight on President Johnson a 

year ago. 
I’ve decided to go ahead 

and write the grounds for 
some of the reporting I 
was hoping to have the 
opportunity to do for 
the sake of the students, 
anyway. 

I’d like to ask President 
Johnson about his views 
on how we evaluate com-
munity colleges. 

While we can glean 
from press releases or con-
ferences that we may or 
may not be invited to, per-
haps some of his insights 

or feelings on current funding, 
the broader point would be an 
excellent exploration to have 
within our community.

Is it fair to judge Sinclair next 
to other community colleges? 
Aren’t our communities...differ-
ent? Our community colleges 
should exist for our communi-
ties, how does unilateral legisla-
tion and funding help or hurt us?

I really believe students would 
connect with our President’s 
perspectives and having direct 
communication about our fine 
school’s hurdles or ways we can 
help.

I’d like to address Sinclair’s 
founding principles in the 

interview as 
well. Many 

students now 
view technical 
colleges and two-

year programs as a substitute for 
the first two years at a four-year 
university. 

Do you think there’s a trend 
among scholars to view commu-
nity colleges like this? Are com-
munity colleges a substitute? 

Coming from a suburb, I 
personally feel that to be the 
peddled ideology.

However, I don’t think that 
matches up with Sinclair’s 
founding purpose, so having 
the chance to explore that with 
the President would be valuable 
for both our students that plan 
to transfer to four-years and our 
certificate-seeking students aim-
ing to head directly into their 
careers. 

Is there any advice you would 
give to students who obtain 
two-year degrees and then find 
themselves in a four-year cam-
pus environment? Do you think 
there are any particular positives 
or negatives for these students? 

Does the culture at Sinclair 
give students transferring to 
four-year campus environments 
the proper skills to be success-
ful? If so, how do we encourage 
that success? 

Maybe Sinclair’s purpose 
is evolving with an evolving 

Dayton. 
The students want to hear 

President Johnson’s honest 
thoughts about where we are and 
where we’re going. How else 
will we get there? If we’re on an 
educational journey, we want a 
present leader--or at least some-
one to encourage us to forge our 
own paths.

I’d liked to have gone in-depth 
about how Sinclair is filling 
Dayton’s needs and what we still 
have left to do. What challenges 
are Sinclair students facing in 
Dayton coming out with their 
degrees or certificates? 

Our times are changing, there 
are many more degrees in the 
market. There are many more 
people applying for each job 
listing. There are many more 
age groups competing for jobs 
across all levels. What elements 
of our economy is Sinclair 
factoring into learning opportu-
nities?

Also, I’d liked to have dis-
cussed how President Johnson 
refers to himself as the CEO 
of a public college. If he’s the 
CEO, let’s talk about the Sinclair 
product. What is the market for 
our product?

What elements does your 
business-like approach help Sin-
clair to achieve? Are there any 
struggles you’ve experienced 
or misunderstandings in your 
approaches?

I’d also ask about any exciting 
developments. Perhaps about the 
new, great health-science center 
that plans to open this Fall 
semester.

Maybe, there’s some newer in-
formation he’d be happy to share 
about what will be offered, spe-
cifics of how this will streamline 
one of our most successful and 
desired education programs and 
so on. 

Online courses are also a 
large portion of many students’ 
degrees. Is Sinclair expanding 
its online program?

The shift has been away from 
going at your own pace in online 
courses to signing in during spe-
cific times and relying on other 
students to do the same to obtain 
full credit. 

What do you think is suc-
cessful with the online degree 
options and what does Sinclair 
intend to work on to ensure that 
students are getting the same 
standard of education as in-per-
son options?

All in all, bygones are by-
gones--and most of us at the 
Clarion are moving on. 

I’m just writing this to 
encourage our President to get 
talking with the students more if 
possible. We truly value you and 
having more opportunities to 
connect would really impact our 
community for the better.

In Life and Liberty
Transparency in a time of secrecy
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Barton Kleen
Executive Editor 

The value the free press 
holds for our campus is par-
ticularly emphasized by our 
polarized political climate.

Back in November, I 
published an opinion piece 
that received strong reactions 
in both extremes during the 
election cycle. 

While many students of-
fered their support for open 
dialogue and the Clarion’s 
dedication to expression, 
some faculty members called 
for my public shame.

At first, I was less con-
cerned as I thought it was 
just par for the course. I 
can’t please everyone. If I 
had an opinion everyone 
agreed with, I would be more 
worried I was some kind of 
X-men character than Editor. 

However, this managed 
to go further than just civil 
disagreement--and that made 
me concerned. Not for my-
self, but for every student at 
Sinclair.

The particularly concern-
ing element? People are free 
to disagree with me--but they 
are not free to agree. 

The censorship of student 
journalism has been mused 
about amongst faculty and 
professors.

I don’t take that lightly, 
nor should any person at this 
college.

I was labeled ‘dan-
gerous,’ amongst more 
foul commentary for 

the mere publication of stu-
dents’ thoughts. 

Several students com-
mented on the behavior of 
these educators. The more 
worrisome part? They were 
disregarded entirely.

Personally, I do not mind if 
someone disagrees with me. 
Life is very boring with no 
meetings of the mind. 

Ignoring or disliking me 
is fine. Ignoring, disliking 
and otherwise squelching the 
thoughts of our vast student 
body is significantly trou-
bling.

Leveraging your position 
and power at a school to 
detract from expression is 
not compatible with our core 
values.

I live in and report on the 
uncomfortable. I am not the 
least bit apologetic for raising 
civil rights concerns.

That is an expectation and 
a duty of the press.

The Clarion champions the 
idea that journalism cannot 
be silent. There’s not an “if,” 

“and,” or “but” to it. 
There’s a long history to 

the ways societies informally 
move to censor its popula-
tion; one that educational 
bodies also participate in.

Here is my proposition: If 
we are a culture that cannot 
agree, I refuse to dissent. 
We, as student journalists, 
refuse the notion of a dissent 
climate.

As a student, you own 
your mind and the forma-
tion of your own thoughts. 

Dear students and 
graduates,

Congratulations on your 
accomplishments. A cap and 
gown is not easily earned--nor 
worn in UD arena sans air 
conditioning! My sincere hope 
for you all is to take what you 
have learned from Sinclair and 
keep the ball rolling.

You’re on a roll, whether 
you’re reading this as a new 
student or a graduate. You can 
have a rough start, a rough 
journey but the one who 
decides it comes to a rough 
end is you. Either way, your 
journey isn’t over yet. 

Everyone here wishes for 
your success as a fellow Tar-
tan. Keep your contacts you’ve 
made so far and for those that 
are just starting, be sure to 
make connections. They can 
be worthwhile in your career 
and personal life.

I suggest you get involved 
in some way while you’re 
on campus. I had zero idea I 
would take to journalism. I 
took a chance out of the blue--
and am I glad I did. 

I was not a traditional stu-
dent and Sinclair did not have 
a field of study that matched 
my specific talents. I ended 
up learning two entirely new, 
employable skillsets because I 
took a chance on myself.

I want to stress the lesser 
known strengths of Sinclair. 
Many do not realize what tre-
mendous opportunities there 
are to both study your field 
and begin careers in it along 
your journey. 

Many of your professors 
are from the Greater Dayton 
area and many know wonder-
ful pathways to getting you 
where your passion is telling 
you to go. I have had amazing 
support from the Clarion in 
this regard. 

I have never been more en-
couraged to learn and to do so 
with such openness. I became 
realized as a person through 
my time with my amazing 
coworkers. 

One of the greatest gifts is 
the way I have seen myself 
develop from a person who 
could trip up over perceived 
impossibility into someone 
who can immediately think of 
alternative solutions. Someone 
who can keep the ball rolling 
and successfully lead others.

If I had a goal for students, 
it’d be for you all to blossom. 
I think even the most extro-
verted of us may find some 
inhibitions or ways we’re lim-
iting ourselves. I want you to 
experience positive change in 
any direction you need to go.

I have been encouraged at 
the Clarion to take ahold of 
my dreams and work to mani-
fest them.

If you want to get involved, 
don’t wait thinking that op-
portunity will suddenly come 
your way. You have got to 
make it happen. If you really 
want it, you’ve got to get ready 
to experience a lot of it “not 
happening” before you are 
successful.

You need to have an idea 
of yourself going forward. I 
don’t mean that you have life 
suddenly figured out, by any 
means. But I want you to see 
yourself holding your degree 
and truly taking away some-
thing from every experience 
you had thrown at you.

That’s the good ones and the 
bad ones. The Clarion does 
not just come out every Tues-
day with the wave of a magic 
wand. Enumerating the time I 
have invested into transform-
ing the Clarion into our recent 
success is a task in itself.

It’s not just me, either. Over 
time, we ended up getting a 
great group of people that all 
had a similar vision and work 
ethic to lead. We got to see 
that come to fruition--but it 
was battle after battle. 

We all must press on in our 
lives. Every time is a pressing 
time, today is no different. 

I don’t think I’m very in-
credible or someone that’s out 
of the ordinary. If I can have 
valuable experiences like this 
from my years at this college, 
I truly believe it is a possibili-
ty for everyone reading this.

And to let some things be 
recorded in history, a few 
moments I recount on our last 
edition together:

The amount of laughter 
we’ve shared between us will 
give us many times over its 
worth. I cannot publish the 
list of titles we have rejected 
during our brainstorming, 
or the fake news articles we 
made for the April Fools 
edition that we then realized 
wouldn’t fall on April Fools. 

We have been such a 

supportive group together. 
Anything we’ve needed to 
talk about, we’re there. Any 
endeavor someone’s reaching 
for, we’re there to lift each 
other up.

We’re there to leave com-
ments on word documents 
in our own language that’s 
mostly at this point, onomato-
poeias.

I have never developed a 
hatred as strong as that which 
I possess for the Oxford com-
ma. 

We’re there to work the 
entire day, only to get locked 
out of our own office.

We are the friendliest group 
of oddballs that you would not 
imagine getting along so well. 
Not only do we get along, 
but we work so well off one 
another. 

Oh, all the days we needed a 
couch in this office. A pillow 
and blanket, at least. Talk 
about being married to your 
campus.

The days when you’ve spent 
twelve hours working on 
Friday and the cafeteria closes 
at three, then the vending 
machine takes your last two 
dollars. Only to smugly beep 
at you. 

Then, we practically crawl 
back to the office in sheer 
defeat, only to stare at content 
that just changed because of a 
new development.

I remember the days in 
which an entire new building 
was built in front of our office, 
coating us with construction 
confetti and forcing us to fend 
off questionably wired lights 
in the great tunnel of plastic 
sheeting for the entire semes-
ter. 

That is of course, after 
requesting the college remem-
ber our office was there and 
obstructing us entirely was a 
bit of an issue. A time-sensi-
tive issue.

Finally, we saw the light 
this Fall semester when our 
space was needed for another 
program and we lucked out on 
an amazing office in Building 
6. The windows made a world 
of difference.

Anthony’s amazing ability 
to misspell nearly every word 
in the dictionary. Anthony’s 
specific way of nodding when 
he tries to persuade us to like 

Bill Kerr | Flickr

Letter from the Editor

My Voice continued on page 8
Letter continued on page 8

I’d also ask about any exciting 
developments. Perhaps about the 
new, great health-science center 
that plans to open this Fall 
semester.

Maybe, there’s some newer in-
formation he’d be happy to share 
about what will be offered, spe-
cifics of how this will streamline 
one of our most successful and 
desired education programs and 
so on. 

Online courses are also a 
large portion of many students’ 
degrees. Is Sinclair expanding 
its online program?

The shift has been away from 
going at your own pace in online 
courses to signing in during spe-
cific times and relying on other 
students to do the same to obtain 
full credit. 

What do you think is suc-
cessful with the online degree 
options and what does Sinclair 
intend to work on to ensure that 
students are getting the same 
standard of education as in-per-
son options?

All in all, bygones are by-
gones--and most of us at the 
Clarion are moving on. 

I’m just writing this to 
encourage our President to get 
talking with the students more if 
possible. We truly value you and 
having more opportunities to 
connect would really impact our 
community for the better.
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Arts & Entertainment

Summer concertsArtist Feature: Isicle

johnlegendVEVO | YouTube

TheWeekndVEVO | YouTube

OneRepublicVEVO | YouTube

twenty one pilots | YouTube

Chance The Rapper | YouTube

Laina Yost
Managing Editor

John Legend is coming to 
Huber Heights to per-
form at the Rose Music 
Center. He will be in con-
cert on June 12 at 7:00 
p.m. Ticket prices range 
from $82 to $932.

The Weeknd is 
performing at the 
U.S. Bank Arena in 
Cincinnati on June 
9. The concert will 
begin at 7:00 p.m. 
and ticket prices go 
from $95 to $1026.

Twenty One Pilots are 
coming to the Nation-
wide Arena in Columbus 
on June 24. The concert 
will begin at 7:00 p.m. 
Pricing goes from $110 
to $1001.

Grammy award winning 
artist Chance the Rapper 
is performing at the Na-
tionwide Arena in Co-
lumbus on May 16. The 
concert will begin
 at 8:00 p.m.

OneRepublic is performing with James Arthur 
and Fitz and The Tantrums at the Riverbend Mu-

sic Center in Cincinnati on July 11. Concert prices range from 
$27 to $691.

PAGE 6

Photos contributed by Isaac Willaims

Barton Kleen
Executive Editor 

“Ultimate positivity,” Isaac 
Williams, a local D.J., said is 
the message he aims to bring 
with his art. An audio and 
visual creative, Williams 
D.J.’s, produces videos, 
photography and 
performances he 
hopes bring a 
certain color and 
happiness to 
both clients and 
supporters. 

Involving 
himself 
in every 
aspect of 
the art is 
important 
for him. 
“I don’t 
like just 

approaching it from one aspect...
and I like working on other 
artists.”

Williams has collaborated with 
Dayton artists at local festivals 
and open mics. 

The past year has been 
significant for Williams. 
According to him, his time at 
Sinclair helped him “get more 
specific.” Part of that was 
developing his brand.

 “Branding in Dayton is all 
about networking,” he said. 
“All the interactions are very 
personal.” Williams stresses his 
commitment to being able to 
bring his clients a fully realized 
product from multiple angles of 
artistry. 

The music trends today 
seem to highlight one shift, in 

WIlliams eyes: a shift towards 
a culture that enjoys music by 
feeling.

Williams said a contributor 
might be the rising popularity 
of Indie bands and cases of 

unsigned 

artists using social 
media to fully get 
their art out.

 “The ones that 
aren’t fans of the 
Hollywood culture,they’re 
rising up. The hipsters, the 
art kids, the all the people 
that can ‘enjoy’ music are 
getting a voice,” Williams 
said. ”It’s becoming more 
about whatever music people 
‘feel.’”

Williams said people are 
starting to feel like they 
don’t have to like just one 
genre. Not feeling stuck or 
barred into a music scene 
is important, according to 
Williams. 

Williams grew up with 
a lot of jazz influences. 

With an environment where 
he was encouraged to pursue 
topics he was really interested 
in education, Williams said that 
he has gained the confidence to 
grasp his vision.

Other personal influences 
impact 
William’s 
music and 
artistry. Leah, 
his girlfriend, 
adds another 
dynamic to his 
experiences. 
“Dating 
another artist, 
it’s like a 
second voice in 
your head--and 
it’s good.” 

Having 
someone on 

the same 

wavelength as him has given him 
“much more pro’s than cons,” he 
said. 

“The work that you put into 
something shows,” he believes. 
With that in mind, Williams 
uses his drive to be active in his 
community. You can often find 
him at Press Coffee on Wayne 
Avenue meeting with other 

artists.
You can listen to Isicle on 

Itunes and Spotify.
You can follow Williams 

and his journey or get more 
information at Isicle.net, @
Isiclemusic on twitter and 
@Isicle on Facebook and 
Instagram. 

Book Buy Back
Recycle your books for CASH!
Mark yor calendar for these dates and times:

Bookstore, Building 7
Mon-Thurs, May 1 - May 4                 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Friday, May 5                                 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sinclair in ESinclair in Eaton (Preble County)
Thursday, May 4                             9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
978-1-4652-5017-9        CUSTOM UNDERSTANDING VISUAL ART FORMS 2nd edition              $81.00
978-1-308-50627-2        LOCKER BUSINESS WRITING (CUSTOM) 6th edition                    $34.00
978-1-308-79804-2        KAMIEN MUSIC AN APPRECIATION (CUSTOM) 8th edition                $50.00
978-1-259-61863-5        HOLCOMBE SURVEY OF OPERATING SYSTEMS 5th edition               $87.75

Until quantities needed are filled. Student I.D. Card Required!
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Your Voice
What is your fondest  

office memory?
The ombuddy is here this week 

to congratulate our soon-to-be 
graduates! While graduating is excit-
ing, it can also be daunting to prepare 
for your next career step. Here are 
some ideas to consider:
•If you have not already begun 

networking, take some time to begin 
building your network through 
contacts you know here at Sinclair, 
connections through friends and 
family members, and through volunteer 
opportunities.
•Have you created a professional profile on LinkedIn? 

Most companies want to learn about you before they meet 
you in person. LinkedIn is a quality way to showcase your 
talent and to connect with other professionals.
•Internships are a great way to combine college study with 

work experience. 
•Are you planning to transfer? Academic advisors can 

point you in the right direction.
Contact your ombuddy at ombuds@sinclair.edu for more 

information on the above.
Happy summer!
The ombudsman is your student advocate! To learn more, 

visit www.sinclair.edu/ombudsman.
Contributed by Amy Hartman.

Ombuddy  
Corner

Brittany Fletcher
Creative Director

“My fondest memory has to be when we were 
trying to come up with a Clarion mascot, and 
Anthony made Clary... A clipart newspaper with 
stick arms. The second version had real hands but 
floating eyeballs. They were both terrifying and 
hilarious.”

Laina Yost
Managing Editor

“I love how we’re all one random group of people 
who would ordinarily never cross paths, but now 
we’re connected for life. Basically, we’re in a col-
lege version of “The Office.” We may be crazy, 
but we’re crazy together.”

Anthony Dunn
Designer 

“I’ve really enjoyed working as a team to transi-
tion from broadsheet to tabloid size for the Clari-
on, as well as overall changing the design.”

Barton Kleen
Executive Editor

“My favorite office moment was when one of 
our hungry, long gone coworker decided to eat 
Avainte’s ham after specifically being told not to. 
We still haven’t truly recovered from the damage 
that did to our office.”

A free and open press
Your education is not to be 
dissent-based. You are not 
to only react to thoughts 
through a filter academia 
may try to force onto you.

Education is not a passive 
act and it is not up to some-
one else.

You must have an educa-
tional environment where 
you may speak your mind. 
Even more so, one where you 
can be wrong. You deserve 
that; you deserve to be heard. 

There’s no stipulation or 
loophole to justify not pro-
viding you with that.

The consequences of a 
reactive pedagogy could be 
massive and lifelong. Sure-

ly, we want our students to 
be able to speak when their 
society requires them to act.

We can’t get caught up in 
the pervasive and unacadem-
ic political climate. Students 
can feel it. It’s potent right 
now. 

That can take away our 
agency to build our own 
lives. We seem to say in 
life it’s a lot about ‘who 
you know’ while routinely 
limiting students from op-
portunities for them to know 
themselves.

If we lose that we’re not 
fulfilling our communities 
needs.

Editors of several promi-
nent Ohio college newspa-

pers share my feelings.
It’s not easy making a news 

team with campuses full of 
students that cannot feel they 
can write or think without 
having a lifetime of conse-
quences from the invisible 
hands of university.

The Clarion is a micro-
cosm of how the college 
thinks of and treats the rest 
of the student body. 

If there is no freedom to 
agree, there is no freedom of 
the mind. If we don’t provide 
both, we can’t say we’re a 
place for education.

Nobody asks our educa-
tional institutions to be per-
fect, but it is precisely that 
grey area that necessitates a 
free and open press. 

My Voice continued from page 5
a design has become iconic. 

Britt’s many southern vo-
cabulary words we’ve thor-
oughly studied, Gabby’s near 
infinite stock of kit-kats and 
other chocolate desserts, the 
list goes on. 

One time, Gabby and I were 
trying to get interviews at a 
press release and instead end-
ed up on the evening news.

We also suddenly realized 
we were essentially Sharpay 
and Ryan from “High School 
Musical” once they realized 
they shouldn’t be singing. Un-
fortunately, after Halloween.

Everyday was unique. Most 
were challenging in their own 
way. 

I was also banned 
from saying “essential-

ly.” I have done well in my 
recovery. 

I remember the swear-jar 
which soon became the bus-
fare-jar. I remember the four 
hundred times we’ve said 
“make it work” to embrace 
our inner Tim Gunn. 

Laina and I have had end-
less adventures as the editorial 
team. Our largest feat has 
been going an entire semester 
without saying a single pos-
itive thing about our own writ-
ing--always earnestly working 
to improve it.  We leave praise 
to the other one, it’s a good 
system.

The rest perhaps will have 
to remain off the record--but 
within my heart. 

Editor’s letter
Letter continued from page 5
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Jazzman | W
ikimedia

Tartan Opinion

For more comics and 
animation visit 

FilbertCartoons.com

Filbert Cartoons
Created by: 

La Bonte

Clarion Cartoons

Welcome to the weekly “How To” column with creative director, Brittany Fletcher. Each week Brittany will be giving you advice on how to do things you 
probably didn’t know you needed to know how to do. Brittany is not a professional at most of these things, so her advice is not meant to be taken 100% serious. 

How to say goodbye

Brittany Fletcher
Creative Director 

Saying goodbye can be 
tearful and full of heartache. It 
can also be joyous and full of 
excitement for the future.

Either way, 
good or 
bad, it is 
hard 
to say 
good-
bye.

This 
week’s 
edition of 
the Clari-
on features 
my final 
“How To,” and 
honestly, I don’t 
have any good 

advice.
I have spent that past nine 

months giving you advice on 
many things ranging from pro-
crastination to being southern, 

catching your 
prey and being 
basic. I hope 
you take all the 
tips and tricks 
and put them 

to some 
good use.

This 
week I 

want to 
you reminisce 

with me and share in 
my joyous moments.

I moved to Ohio about five 

years ago, and I truly hated 
living here. There was 
nothing to do and I didn’t 
know anyone.

When I made the 
decision to come to 
Sinclair in 2015, I 
had no idea I would 
appreciate that deci-
sion so much.

I became a 
designer for the 
Clarion my first 
semester here. 
I met Barton 
and Gabby, Isaac 
and Anthony. All 
of them wonder-
ful people, each with 
different personalities and 
interests.

My second semester, Spring 
2016, I had my first journalism 
class with Avainte as my in-
structor and Laina as a class-
mate. I wouldn’t trade anything 
for the memories of sitting in 
the back laughing and dying 
when certain people would 
make comments.

My third semester came, and 
the Clarion staff changed some. 
Gabby left us, but Barton and 
Laina became the editorial 
team.

I have watched the Clarion 
go from being arts-centered to 
news and politics-centered.

Anthony and I were able to 
collaborate and bring the news, 

fea- tures and 
arts to life with visuals that 
caught your attention.

That same semester I found 
some of my friends that will be 
stuck with me for life now.

Jessalyn is truly the best 
friend I could ask for. I left my 
best friend behind in Tennessee 
(not that we don’t still talk but 
still,) and I had this void that 
needed to be filled.

Words are hard, but we made 
it work. She is the Fry to my 
Bender.

Then there are the others – 
Ashley, Taylor, Shawn, Goldie 
and so many more. You are all 
wonderful people with wonder-
ful paths to find and follow.

I hope we can all catch up 
one day and laugh about the 
times we had at Sinclair.

Then spring came and along 
with it my final semester with 
Sinclair and the Clarion.

Our design team changed. 
Anthony received an 

internship that we are 
so proud of him for, 

and Jeri came to 
join us.

We have new 
staff members 
in the business 
department 
that are truly 

magical and 
bringing in the 

dough.
Laina and Barton continue 

to thrive and pump out content 
like their life depends on it. 
You see the passion they have 
for journalism and spreading 
truth, even when they complain 
about their writing or receive 
harsh feedback.

We have all made our mis-
takes working at the Clarion. 
I have let design errors slip 
through my fingers, but we all 
bounce back ready to go at it 
again the next week.

I will miss these people and 
friends, the good times and the 
bad, but I want you all to know 
that you’re important to me. 
I love you guys, friends and 
readers alike.

The ombuddy is here this week 
to congratulate our soon-to-be 
graduates! While graduating is excit-
ing, it can also be daunting to prepare 
for your next career step. Here are 
some ideas to consider:
•If you have not already begun 

networking, take some time to begin 
building your network through 
contacts you know here at Sinclair, 
connections through friends and 
family members, and through volunteer 
opportunities.
•Have you created a professional profile on LinkedIn? 

Most companies want to learn about you before they meet 
you in person. LinkedIn is a quality way to showcase your 
talent and to connect with other professionals.
•Internships are a great way to combine college study with 

work experience. 
•Are you planning to transfer? Academic advisors can 

point you in the right direction.
Contact your ombuddy at ombuds@sinclair.edu for more 

information on the above.
Happy summer!
The ombudsman is your student advocate! To learn more, 

visit www.sinclair.edu/ombudsman.
Contributed by Amy Hartman.
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Across
1 Accessory for 

Supergirl
5 Volkswagen 

Routan, for one
8 Put into words
12 Andes animal
14 Belgrade native
15 Pinnacle
16 *Bath towel 

material
19 Pilates class need
20 Note from the 

boss

21 Data storage 
media

22 *Bart and Lisa’s 
grandpa

26 Washroom bowls
28 “People are say-

ing ... “
32 Saudi’s neighbor
33 Neeson of the 

“Taken” films
35 Rare Hawaiian 

goose
36 Huff Post owner
37 Leave high and 

dry ... or, when divided 
into three parts, what 
the answers to starred 
clues are encompassed 
by

40 One of a golfer’s 
pocketful

41 Mex. ladies
43 Loosen, as laces
44 Spew lava and 

ash
46 Online live-

stream lecture
48 __ Rico

49 *”Falcon Crest” 
actress

52 “Haven’t the 
foggiest”

55 “It’s __”: “No-
body wins”

56 Cookie fruit
59 *Book that’s been 

shortened
63 Male with a thick 

mane
64 Totals
65 “Yes and no”
66 Bluesy James
67 Believe, as a story
68 Tuckered out

Down
1 Chowder ingredi-

ent
2 Jessica of “Good 

Luck Chuck”
3 Picnic side dish
4 Revealing rock 

genre
5 Scorpion’s poison
6 Gallery showing
7 “The Voice” net-

work
8 Audited, as a class
9 Circus perfor-

mances
10 “Everything’s 

fine”
11 Many man caves
13 Country south of 

Georgia
14 18-wheeler
17 “Porgy and __”
18 Former NBA 

forward Lamar
23 Coal holder
24 Museum with a 

Goya Gate

25 Sport with silk-
clad referees called 
gyoji

26 Brag
27 Love, to Casano-

va
29 Shoot back
30 Ham-handed
31 Take care of
33 Tall and lean
34 Gary’s st.
38 Onion or shallot
39 Fixes, as Fido
42 Mountain climb-

er’s need
45 Rock’s __ Speed-

wagon
47 Still in the sack
48 Ballet knee bend
50 Papa
51 Off-road rides: 

Abbr.
52 Wind warning 

indicated by two red 
flags

53 “In memoriam” 
piece

54 Relaxed gait
57 Bitty bit
58 Bitty biter
60 Shoot the 

breeze
61 Academic 

URL ending
62 Have a 

good cry

Crossword Puzzle

Last Edition’s Solution

Campus Life

April 25, 2017
Spring Fling

Building 8, Stage
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

 April 25 - 26, 2017
Sinclair Talks: Puppies 

on Campus
Building 8, Stage

11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

April 27, 2017
Movie: The Joy Luck 

Club
Building 8, Stage
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

May 2, 2017
Sinclair Celebrates: 

Student Leaders
Building 8, Stage
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

May 3, 2017
Express Registration

All Campuses
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

May 4, 2017
Sinclair Celebrates: 

Graduates
Building 8, Stage
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

May 5, 2017
Baseball v. Cuyahoga 
Community College

Grady’s Field, Athletes in 
Action, Xenia

2 p.m. - 7 p.m.

May 6, 2017
Baseball v. Cuyahoga 
Community College

Grady’s Field, Athletes in 
Action, Xenia

1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

May 7, 2017
Spring Semester Ends

May 7, 2017
Commencement

University of Dayton Arena
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

May 15, 2017
Summer Term Begins

Enjoy the summer!

Campus
Calendar 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Gu
es

t Bob Evans 
Restaurant

Lee’s Famous Recipe 
Chicken & Fusian Sushi Panda Express Qdoba Mexican Grill Gyro Palace

Si
m

m
er

Mushroom  
Vegetable Soup
Chicken & Pinto 

Bean Chili

Chicken & Pinto Bean 
Chili

Turkey Kale Soup

Broccoli Cheddar 
Soup

Chicken & Pinto 
Bean Chili

Hearty Chicken Soup 
With Ditalini

Chicken & Pinto Bean 
Chili

Vegetable Barley Soup
Broccoli Cheddar Soup

Si
zz

le Roasted  
Mushroom & 
Feta Panini

Chicken Quesadilla Tavern Burger BBQ Bacon Crispy 
Chicken Sandwich Garlic Grilled Salmon

Pi
zz

az
on

e

Loaded Potato 
Pizza Buffalo Chicken Calzone Cheeseburger Pizza Broccoli & Red Pepper 

Stromboli BBQ Chicken Pizza

D
el

i

Sandwich: Ham & Cheddar Ciabatta Wrap: Buffalo Blue Cheese Wrap

M
ai

n 
St

. 
Ca

fe Grilled Reuben Turkey BLT Grilled Chicken & 
Bacon Melt Buffalo Chicken Calzone N/A

Aramark Weekly Menu
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Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services 

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23  
Rely on your teammates through tomor-
row. Forgive misunderstandings and 
flow gracefully around unexpected com-
plications, to save time and upset. Avoid 
financial discussion. Applaud your crew.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21  
Expect a test or challenge for the next 
few days. Don’t let anyone push you 
around. Career matters take the fore-
front. Avoid controversy or fuss.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21  
Your wanderlust is getting worse for 
the next day or two. Travel and fun are 
favored, despite possible traffic. Regarding 
the story, stick with the truth.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19  
For the next two days, handle financial mat-
ters. Keep your wits about you, despite chaos 
or distraction. Don’t fund a fantasy. Get terms 
in writing.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18  
Work with your partner over the next 
few days. Avoid stupid arguments, 
especially over unplanned distractions. 
Stick to safe bets and common routine.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20  
Maintain your physical routines and practic-
es over the next few days. Expand into a new 
market. Stay out of somebody else’s argu-
ment. Traveling is awkward now.

Aries: March 21 – April 19  
Things are getting fun over the next few 
days. Keep practical priorities, and save 
time for blowing off steam. Spend time with 
people you love.

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22  
Look back for insight on the road ahead. No-
tice your dreams today and tomorrow. Peace-
ful private time satisfies. Meditate on past 
and future plans. Conclude arrangements.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20  
Slow down and listen today and tomorrow. 
Make household repairs, and deal with un-
expected developments. Quick action now 
saves money and time later.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21  
Enter a two-day learning phase. Clarify miscom-
munications immediately to avoid a mess. Ignore 
rumors and gossip. Gather information, but don’t 
make long-term determinations yet.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22  
Delays with communications and transport 

could affect your cash flow through tomorrow. 
Keep a cushion for the unexpected. You may 

need to dip into savings.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22  
Take some private time for yourself over the 
next few days. Miscommunications abound 
today; find a quiet spot for some pampering. 
Recharge your batteries.

The objective of the game 
is to fill all the blank squares 
in a game with the correct 
numbers. There are three very 
simple constraints to follow. In 
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must 

include all digits 1 through 9 
in any order.

• Every column of 9 numbers 
must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order.

• Every 3 by 3 subsection 
of the 9 by 9 square must 
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins 

with some squares already 
filled in, and the difficulty of 
each game is due to how 
many squares are filled in. The 
more squares that are known, 
the easier it is to figure out 
which numbers go in the open 
squares. As you fill in squares 

correctly, options for the re-
maining squares are narrowed 
and it becomes easier to fill 
them in.

Sudoku Tips: Start by 
looking for numbers that occur 
frequently in the initial puzzle. 
For example, say you have a lot 
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look 
for the 3x3 box where there is 
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows 
and columns that can help you 
eliminate where the 5 might go 
in tht box. If there is a 5 in col-
umns 1 and 2, then there can’t 
be a 5 anywhere else in either 
of those columns. You know 
then that whatever leftmost 3x3 
box that is missing a 5 must 
have it go in column 3. If you 
can eliminate all the possibilities 
in that box except for 1 square, 
you’ve got it down!
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‘Compassionate commerce’
Ebony Stroud
Advertising Representative 

“Living in small city like 
Dayton allows you to be inno-
vative.”  

London Coe, the owner of 
Peace on 5th a “compassionate 
commerce” store in Dayton. 

According to Coe, she sees 
opportunity in the economic 
conditions of the greater Dayton 
area.

“We live in a community that 
isn’t expensive to live here, you 
can live very well here with a 
decent amount of money or you 

can live decent here without a 
lot of money,” Coe said. 

Coe said she took advantage 
of that opportunity in 2011 when 
she opened Peace on 5th.  

According to Coe, everything 
sold in her store is cruelty free, 
eco-friendly and produced 
without slave labor. Peace on 5th 
aims to abolish human traffick-
ing by expanding the conversa-
tion about human trafficking and 
partnering with at risk commu-
nities. 

According to Coe, contribut-
ing to and investing in your city 
is what builds it. 

“There is a pleasure when we 
think about a city like New York 
or Chicago and I see that a lot 
of times with younger people 
where they think that there is so 
much to do, but there is so much 
to do because there are people 
that are there that are building 
their city in a way that doesn’t 
happen in Dayton.”  

Coe believes that choosing to 
be quiet and failing to be inno-
vative is a lost opportunity. 

In 2013, Coe participated in a 
TEDx talk. The title of her talk 
was “Date Your City.” 

In the talk, Coe talked about 
how she looked for a solution to 
solve modern-day slavery, which 
led to her opening Peace on 5th.

According to Coe, innovation 
occurs when you get out and 
explore your city and when you 
become a part of your city. 

Coe, a former Sinclair student, 
credits Sinclair Community 
College for introducing the 
notion of “being about com-
munity and being in love with 
it.”  Coe quotes founder David 
A. Sinclair, “Find the need and 
endeavor to meet it.”

Coe expresses that com-
plaining and couch surfing is 
counterproductive to innovation. 

“Sitting on your sofa doesn’t 
help and complaining doesn’t 
help, no one knows where your 
sofa is and everyone is sick of 
your complaining.”

She believes that the city 
should be about community, be-
cause community involvement is 
what impacts schools and other 
systems that help fully realize 
the potential of cities.

“My city needs better schools, 
better schools don’t come from 
parents getting involved they 
come the community getting 

involved,” she said. 
Coe believes Dayton has the 

potential to have a global im-
pact. To her, part of innovation 
may include being more in-
volved in pressing human rights 
matters. Coe also desires for the 
city to be accommodating to 
refugees.  

“My city needs a place where 
you can go as an African refu-
gee and buy clothes.” 

Peace on 5th became Coe’s 
solution to buying clothes that 
don’t involve slave labor. Her 
store is located on Fifth Street in 
Dayton.

Ebony Stroud | Advertising Representative

Ebony Stroud | Advertising Representative
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